We investigated the microwave conductivity spectrum of FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 epitaxial films on CaF 2 in the vicinity of the superconducting transition. We observed the critical behavior of the superconducting fluctuations in these films with a dimensional crossover from two-dimensional to three-dimensional as the film thickness increased. From the temperature dependence of the scaling parameters we conclude that the universality class of the superconducting transition in FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 is that of the 3D-XY model. The lower limit of the onset temperature of the superconducting fluctuations, T onset , determined by our measurements was 1.1 T c , suggesting that the superconducting fluctuations of FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 are at least as large as those of optimally-and over-doped cuprates.
of the scaling parameters without any assumptions [19] , and thus, is a very effective probe for investigating the superconducting fluctuations.
In this letter we report on the detailed microwave conductivity measurements in FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 epitaxial films in the vicinity of T c . We did observe the critical behaviors of the superconducting fluctuations. The temperature dependence of the critical exponents suggests that the superconducting transition is described by the 3D-XY model. We estimated the lower limit of the onset temperature of the superconducting fluctuations to be ∼ 1.1 T c , which is rather high when compared with conventional superconductors and almost the same as those of optimally-and over-doped cuprate superconductors.
FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 epitaxial films were grown on CaF 2 by a pulsed laser deposition method using a KrF laser [20, 21] . FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 polycrystalline pellets were used as targets. The substrate temperature, the laser repetition rate, and the base pressure were ∼ 300
• C, 20 Hz, and 10 −8 Torr, respectively. The thickness of the grown films was measured using a Dektak 6
M stylus profiler. The grown films show T c values larger than bulk values of 15 K (Fig. 1 inset), which is due to the in-plane compressive lattice strain [22, 23] . In this paper, T c was defined as the temperature where dc resistivity drops to zero.
We measured the complex reflection coefficient, S 11 , of the film placed at the end of the transmission line [19, 24, 25] . Since the measured films are thinner than their skin depth (∼ 20 µm at 1 GHz), the complex conductivity, σ = σ 1 + iσ 2 , can be obtained as follows:
where t is the film thickness and Z 0 = 377 Ω is the impedance of free space.
The gold electrodes with the so-called Corbino-disk geometry were sputtered on the film surface. The film was connected to a coaxial cable through a modified 2.4 mm jack-to-jack adapter. The other end of the transmission line was connected to a vector network analyzer (HP8510C) to measure S 11 at frequencies from 45 MHz to 10 GHz.
The experimentally measured reflection coefficient includes the extrinsic attenuation, the reflection, and the phase shift due to the transmission line, etc. Thus, the measured reflection coefficient S m 11 can be expressed as follows:
where E D , E R , and E S are complex error coefficients representing the directivity, the reflection tracking, and the source mismatch, respectively. A set of three independent mea-surements using samples with the known impedance (or S 11 ) is needed to determine the three error coefficients. We used a gold film as a short standard, a teflon sheet as an open standard, and FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 films in the normal state as a load standard, assuming that the normal state conductivity of FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 films was regarded as that in the Hagen-Rubens limit of the Drude conductivity in the measured frequency region [19] . films with different thicknesses at several temperatures near T c . As the temperature approaches T c from above, both σ 1 and σ 2 showed a tendency to diverge in the low frequency limit. This suggests that the contribution of the superconducting fluctuations to σ(ω) was evident with decreasing temperature.
We analyzed the fluctuation conductivity, σ fl , at T > ∼ T c in detail. First, we subtracted the normal-state conductivity, σ n , from the total measured conductivity to extract the fluctuation contribution. We evaluated σ n as extrapolated values of σ dc (T ) from well above T c .
Fisher, Fisher, and Huse formulated a dynamic scaling rule on fluctuation conductivity in the vicinity of a superconducting transition, as follows [26] :
where S is a complex universal scaling function, and σ 0 and ω 0 are scaling parameters. The temperature dependences of σ 0 and ω 0 are related to that of a correlation length, ξ, which diverges at T c , as follows:
where z and ν are a dynamic and static critical exponent, and d is an effective spatial dimension. One of the practical merits of a dynamical scaling analysis with the frequencydependent complex conductivity is the unique determination of the two scaling parameters.
This enables us to evaluate the critical exponents without any assumption, which is in contrast to the case of the I − V characteristic measurements, where we should assume one of three critical exponents (for instance, the dimension) before proceeding the analysis. The resultant curves were similar to that for three-dimensional fluctuations.
Our observation is that the superconducting fluctuations are two-dimensional for thin samples and become more three-dimensional as the samples become thicker. This is a typical behavior of the finite size effect; that is, the two-dimensional behaviors are caused because the out-of-plane coherence length, ξ ⊥ , becomes much longer than the film thickness at the measured temperatures. Indeed, these behaviors of the thickness dependence are consistent with ξ ⊥ data obtained from transport measurements [27] [28] In addition, the similar behavior that φ σ fl is suppressed at high frequencies was observed in NbN thin films with the thickness of 300 and 450 nm, where a dimensional crossover of the superconducting fluctuations from 3D to 2D was observed [29] . for a thin sample which shows the 2D fluctuations due to the size effect follows that of the gaussian fluctuations [29] . In the present case of iron chalcogenides, however, the non- only near the optimal doping, which is understood to be due to the quantum fluctuations [6] .
Whether or not the 3D-XY behavior observed in FeSe 0.5 Te 0.5 is explained by the same mechanism is closely related to the mechanism of the superconductivity in iron chalcogenides.
To clarify this, investigations of the superconducting fluctuations in other compositions are indispensable. Although bulk crystals of FeSe 1−x Te x with 0.1 < x < 0.4 cannot be obtained due to the phase separation, the whole compositions are available in thin films [32, 33] . Thus, the similar measurements for all of these materials in thin film samples are now underway. variation into consideration, we calibrated S 11 [34] and calculated σ 2 (Figure 4) . σ 2 drops to the measurement error range of ∼ 10 Ω −1 cm −1 at T ∼ 1.1T c , which can be regarded as the minimum value of T onset . Even the minimum possibility of T onset ∼ 1.1T c is much larger than conventional superconductors, as large as those of optimally-and over-doped cuprates [6, 35] . This value of T onset , on the other hand, is much smaller than that of FeSe reported in the magnetization measurement [4] . We cannot further discuss the origin of the difference: whether it is due to the difference in compositions, or is due to the difference in measurement techniques. Thus, again, measurements on samples with other compositions are of great interest.
In conclusion, we measured the detailed microwave conductivity spectrum of 
